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Output spikes of the Inferior Olive (IO) are of great
importance to cerebellar function because they directly
trigger complex spikes in the Purkinje cells and/or pro-
vides timing framework for cerebellar function. There is
ample evidence that the exact timing of IO output relates
to underlying sub-threshold oscillations (STOs). Thus,
the IO can be seen as an internal clock and “timing” can
be related to the frequency and the exact phase of the
STOs.
In this work we investigated how IO (sub)networks can
keep track of time under the presence of perturbations
such as spikes or currents arriving from gap-junction
coupled cells. We define “keeping track of time” as the
ability of the IO cells to maintain a zero-phase shift after
a perturbation. Individual cells are assumed to be intrin-
sic oscillators which spontanuously oscillate due to the
interaction between a low-threshold calcium (T-type)
current and a leak current [1].
First, we numerically simulated single neurons and
small networks consisting of (at least) twocells coupled
by gap-junctions (using NEURON) and injected various
brief current pulses at all phases of the STO to elecit a
voltage deflection in one cell. the resultant phase shift of
the next peak was measured. This way we found that all
voltage deflections larger than 1 mV (except when occur-
ring at the peak of the STO) caused the phase to shift in
s i n g l ec e l l s .M o r e o v e r ,as p i k ei no n ec e l lw o u l dc a u s ea
phase shift in all gap-junction coupled cells as well. Sec-
ond, we validated these results analytically using the
phase-model formalism, as in [2]. We analytically estab-
lished that small perturbations always shift the phase of
the oscillation in a single cell. Moreover, we proved that
a phase shift in one cell will also cause a phase shift in
any gap-junction coupled cell; hence the phase of all
STOs in connected cells will be shifted.
Thus, we showed that networks of gap-junction coupled
intrinsic oscillators cannot act as a clock. Because this con-
clusion is contrary to evidence from in-vitro experiments
in which no phase shift is observed after perturbations, we
hypothesized that the STOs in the IO network are not
caused “intrinsically” but emerge as a network phenom-
ena. This type of “network oscillation” arises from a peri-
odic current flowing trough the gap-junction as a
consequence of heterogeneity in equilibrium potentials of
the individual cells due to difference in the leak and low-
threshold calcium densities[1]. We tested this hypothesis
and found that a zero-phase shift is maintained through-
out the network after a perturbation in one cells. There-
fore, we conclude that the STO in the IO is actually a
network effect and not an intrinsic property of all IO cells.
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